Foundation
Welcome back to the final term of Foundation. The children quickly remembered the school
routine and have begun the term with great enthusiasm. Thank you for supporting your
child with their ‘Easter Scrapbook’; we really enjoyed sharing them with the children.
We introduced the topic of ‘My Wonderful World’ and have been busy investigating how
fruit starts to decay. We have also talked about how the children could look after their
bedrooms – some children even suggested they could help tidy up their Lego! The Owls and
Foxes visited the Wild Place this week, for once in glorious sunshine! The VLE has
photographs of their activities as well as a range of games and information for you to access
with your child.
This week in Maths we have been counting forwards and backwards to 100 and starting to
understand that a teen number is made up of a ten and some units. For homework this
week, we would like the children to solve the following problem:
Noah saw 12 legs walk by into the ark.
How many creatures could he have seen?
How many different answers can you find?
Can you record your different answers?
As the weather slowly improves, we would like the children to remain safe in the sun while
playing outside. Please send your child to school with a named sun hat and sun cream. On
particularly sunny days, it is advisable to apply sun cream to your child before school and we
will support your child to apply more if necessary during the day. Unfortunately we are
unable to apply sun cream to your child unless it has been provided by parents, using
another child’s sun cream, for example, would not be an option.
We would like to make junk model instruments next week. Please could you send your child
in with a small box or plastic bottle?
Best wishes for the Summer Term,
The Foundation Team

